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Abstract: The article focuses on the leniency programme, the key 4 

mechanism to strengthen the public enforcement of competition law, 5 

and its compatibility with the debarment mechanism and self-6 

cleaning measures, which are both procurement remedies. As the 7 

article will show, procurement remedies interfere with cartel 8 

enforcement and the debarment mechanism undermines leniency 9 

in public procurement. The fact that firms may be banned from 10 

bidding, where there are plausible indications for their participation 11 

in agreements aiming at distorting competition, discourages 12 

infringing companies from coming forward and self-reporting. Even 13 

the self-cleaning measures under the current procurement Directive 14 

2014/24/EU, which aim to help debarred firms to avoid exclusion or 15 

minimize its risk, undermine leniency in public procurement. This is 16 

particularly true after the recent judgment of the European Court of 17 

Justice in c-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München 18 

GmbH case. In this case it was held that a contracting authority must 19 

be able to ask a leniency applicant to provide the decision of the 20 

competition authority concerning it. This must apply even if there is 21 

a pending private action for damages for breach of competition law 22 

by the contracting authority against that leniency applicant. In view 23 

of the above conflicting policy objectives, a number of proposals are 24 

discussed in order to better align leniency programmes with the 25 

mechanism of debarment and self-cleaning policy in public 26 
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procurement. In this way, the article contributes to the optimal 27 

design of enforcement policies.  28 
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Introduction 32 

Leniency has become “weapon of mass dissuasion” and detection in the 33 

armour of Competition Authorities (“CAs”) worldwide, in their attempt to detect, 34 

prosecute and terminate cartels, “the supreme evil of antitrust”.1 Leniency 35 

programmes2 give undertakings defecting from a cartel the possibility to get an 36 

award, if they come forward with information about the cartel. In this way, both 37 

undertakings and their staff are encouraged to reveal the infringement, 38 

providing evidence to the CAs against the fellow cartel members in exchange 39 

for reduced punishment or immunity from sanctions. Indicatively, in the 40 

European Union (“EU”) almost two-thirds of cartel investigations completed 41 

since 2001 were initiated because a cartel member decided to cooperate with 42 

the CAs in return for immunity from fines.3 The significance of insider reporting 43 

in detecting competition law infringements has also been recognized by the 44 

recent Whistleblower Protection Directive, which was voted on 16 April 2019 by 45 

 
1 Antonio Capobianco & Yonatan Cwikel “Roundtable on Ex Officio Cartel Investigations and the Use of 
Screens to Detect Cartels” Background Note by the Secretariat (OECD,4 November 
2013)˂www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DAF/COMP%282013%291
4&docLanguage=En˃accessed 13 January 2019; Wouter P.J. Wils “Leniency in Antitrust Enforcement: 
Theory and Practice” 30(1) World Competition: Law and Economics Review, pp. 19-26; Verizon 
Commc’ns Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 408 (2004). 
2 According to Article 2 (15) of the European Directive 2014/104/EU leniency programme means a 
programme concerning the application of Article 101 TFEU or a corresponding provision under national 
law on the basis of which a participant in a secret cartel, independently of the other undertakings 
involved in the cartel, cooperates with an investigation of the competition authority, by voluntarily 
providing presentations regarding that participant’s knowledge of, and role in, the cartel in return for 
which that participant receives, by decision or by a discontinuation of proceedings, immunity from, or 
a reduction in, fines under a leniency programme, not including pre-existing information. See also 
UNCTAD Secretariat “The Use of Leniency Programmes as a Tool for the Enforcement of Competition 
law against Hardcore Cartels in Developing Countries” (UNCTAD 26 August 2010) 
˂http://unctad.org/en/docs/tdrbpconf7d4_en.pdf˃accessed 13 January 2019. 
3 Andreas Stephan “Cartels” in Ioannis Lianos and Damien Geradin (eds), Handbook on European 
Competition Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2013), 227.  
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the European Parliament, with the aim to strengthen the protection to natural 46 

and legal persons that report on infringements of EU law and, into the bargain, 47 

of Union competition law.4  48 

Despite the great importance of leniency programme to cartel enforcement, the 49 

European leniency applications have been reduced by almost 50% over the last 50 

few years.5 While the European Commission received 46 leniency applications 51 

in 2014, the number decreased dramatically in 2016, as only 24 applications 52 

were registered.6 Though it is not prudent to draw a conclusion on the decline 53 

of leniency just based on applications over three years, this is a worrying reality 54 

that should not be ignored but it should be considered carefully in order to avoid 55 

ending up with a dwindling EU leniency policy. This is particularly true, as in 56 

addition to these statistics, an empirical survey indicated that there is a 57 

perception among practitioners with extensive leniency experience that their 58 

clients’ interest in and incentive for leniency applications have been reduced in 59 

recent years.7 The interviewees at the same empirical survey identified the 60 

increased exposure to civil damages claims as the main reason for this 61 

decline.8 In the same line of thinking, 46% of attendees in the session “Is there 62 

Life After Leniency?” at the 67th ABA (American Bar Association) Antitrust 63 

Section Spring Meeting voted  in a real-time poll that they would insulate entirely 64 

the leniency applicant from civil liability in order to “sweeten” the leniency.9  65 

 
4 Recital (15) of the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
protection of persons reporting on breaches of Union law, 23 April 2018, COM (2018) 218 final-
2018/0106 (COD), < https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/placeholder_8.pdf> accessed on 11 
May 2019. 
5 Global Competition Review “Rating Enforcement 2017” 
<http://globalcompetitionreview.com/series/rating-enforcement> accessed on 11 May 2019; Global 
Competition Review “Rating Enforcement 2016” <http://81.7.114.195/ 
uploads/documents/files/administracine_informacija/naudos_vertinimas/nauda_ gcr_2014.pdf> 
accessed on 11 May 2019; Johan Ysewyn and Siobhan Kahmann “The Decline and Fall of the Leniency 
Programme in Europe” Concurrences No 1-2018, p. 45. 
6 Ysewyn and Kahmann (fn 5), ibid. 
7 Survey prepared by Brussels Matters for its meeting “The European Antitrust Leniency Calculus c. 
2016: Still Worth It?” (Brussels 16 June 2016) < 
http://www.brusselsmatters.eu/index.html?page=489&sz_event=Leniency16> accessed on 11 May 
2019; See also Wouter P.J. Wils “Private Enforcement of EU Antitrust Law and Its Relationship with 
Public Enforcement: Past, Present and Future” 40(1) World Competition: Law and Economics Review, 
p. 42. 
8 Ibid.  
9 “Is There Life After Leniency?” ABA Antitrust Section Spring Meeting (Washington D.C 27 March 2019). 
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In the domain of public contracts, the situation is the same.  The application of 66 

leniency programme for the detection of bid rigging is rather challenging. It has 67 

been argued that this is due to the great stability of cartels in public procurement 68 

markets, as a firm enjoying the high profits of a strong cartel does not have any 69 

incentive to report its existence and ask for leniency.10 The case would be 70 

different if the cartel was weak and broke up anyway.  Under such 71 

circumstances, the most favourable option for a firm is to come forward and 72 

self-report, in order to get the immunity prize or at least a reduction of fines. The 73 

second reason is arguably related to the fact that many cartels are usually 74 

reported in the context of a merger between two firms, as soon as the acquiring 75 

firm discovers the anticompetitive conduct of the acquired firm. In case of public 76 

procurement though, the size of bid rigging companies is usually small and so 77 

a merger between them does not fall under the turnover threshold to trigger a 78 

merger notification under the EU law.11 What is more, the reputational damage 79 

that can be politically adverse in the next procurement process is considered to 80 

be another disincentive for firms involved in a bidding ring, when it comes to 81 

apply for leniency.12 The ineffectiveness of leniency policies when it comes to 82 

bid rigging has also been confirmed by an experimental study in a repeated 83 

procurement auction game, where the real conversations of bid riggers before 84 

bidding were observed in the Kyoto Sangyo University Experimental 85 

Economics laboratory.13The study showed that leniency programmes are not 86 

 
10 Alberto Heimler “Cartels in Public Procurement” (2012) Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 
p.859; ICN “Anti-Cartel Enforcement Manual: Relationships between Competition Agencies and Public 
Procurement Bodies, April 2015” 
˂http://internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/uploads/library/doc1036.pdf˃accessed on 13 January 
2019. 
11 Alberto Heimler “Cartels in Public Procurement” (2012) Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 
p.859. 
12 ibid. 
13 Y. Hamaguchi et al., An Experimental Study of Procurement Auctions with Leniency Program, CPRC 
Discussion Paper Series CPDP-24-E January 2007, 
<https://www.jftc.go.jp/en/cprc/discussionpapers/index_files/CPDP-24-E..pdf> (accessed 11 January 
2019); C. Marvāo and G. Spagnolo, What do we know about the Effectiveness of Leniency Policies? A 
Survey of the Empirical and Experimental Evidence in Caron Beaton-Wells and Christopher Tran (eds), 
Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age- Leniency Religion (Hart Publishing, 2015), 77-78. 
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powerful enough to dissuade firms from forming a new bidding ring and raising 87 

the transaction price.14  88 

This article argues that apart from these reasons, it is mainly the vulnerability 89 

of leniency recipients to the mechanism of debarment and self-cleaning 90 

provisions that makes leniency policy of CAs be unworkable in the domain of 91 

public procurement.  Debarring bidders may seem a reasonable remedy to 92 

procurement lawyers, scholars and policy makers, but it makes no sense from 93 

a competition law perspective. By excluding firms from bidding for public 94 

contracts for the significant period of three years, the mechanism of debarment 95 

makes leniency programme a rather unattractive choice for colluding firms. 96 

Additionally, the fact that the debarred firms have the burden to prove that they 97 

have taken appropriate remedial measures to prevent recurrence, in the case 98 

of self-cleaning, means that they have to cooperate fully with the government 99 

agencies. As a manifestation of this requirement to cooperate with the 100 

government agencies, the debarred firm is obliged to disclose information that 101 

fall within the definition of leniency statements laid down in the Damages 102 

Directive15. This confidential information may be used afterwards by the same 103 

government agencies, in order to claim damages for the overcharge they 104 

suffered from the bid rigging conspiracy. Thus, self-cleaning provisions may 105 

increase the exposure of debarred firms to civil litigation and this changes the 106 

leniency calculus and makes more nuanced the assessment of whether to 107 

apply for leniency or not.  108 

In view of the above, it becomes apparent how separated the two disciplines 109 

are, despite ostensibly trying to achieve the same thing. Based on this premise, 110 

the article is divided into six parts. The first is this introduction. Part two 111 

discusses briefly the history of leniency and the challenges that arise when it 112 

comes to balance this widely used antitrust enforcement tool with other 113 

enforcement policies. Part three outlines the current rules on the mechanism of 114 

debarment in public procurement as well as the provisions on the EU’s self-115 

 
14 Hamaguchi and Kawagoe (fn 13), pp. 3-4.  
15 Directive 2014/104/EU on certain rules governing actions for damages under national law for 
infringements of the competition law provisions of the Member States and of the European Union, OJ 
L 349, 5.12.2014, P. 1-19. 
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cleaning policy. Part four presents, critically analyses and sheds light on the 116 

recent judgment of the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”), c-124/17 Vossloh 117 

Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH16, which was delivered on the 24th 118 

October 2018. This court decision shows that self-cleaning provisions 119 

undermine the leniency programme because the full collaboration that the 120 

infringing firm is required to afford to the contracting authority makes it easier 121 

for the latter to have access to information from the leniency file, such as the 122 

full decision of a competition authority, and bring damages claims for bid 123 

rigging. Hence, a discussion is made about whether the Vossloh Laeis GmbH 124 

v. Stadtwerke München GmbH case is compatible or not with the Damages 125 

Directive provisions on the disclosure of evidence, parts of which fall into the 126 

category of leniency statements.17 Moreover, it is examined to what extent it is 127 

appropriate to prioritize the interest of parties injured by the infringement over 128 

the interest associated with public enforcement and specifically the protection 129 

of leniency programmes. In part five, a number of proposals are discussed in 130 

order to better align leniency programmes with the mechanism of debarment 131 

and self-cleaning policy in public procurement. Also, suggestions are made to 132 

prevent any further drop in leniency applications in Europe. In part six, the paper 133 

ends with a summarising conclusion.  134 

The EU leniency programme and the main challenges 135 

In 1996 the European Commission adopted for the first time the Leniency or 136 

Whistle-blowing Notice18, which contemplated three different degrees of 137 

leniency: 138 

(a) Non-imposition of a fine or a very substantial reduction in its amount (75-139 

100 per cent) 140 

(b) Substantial reduction in a fine (50-75 per cent); or 141 

(c) Significant reduction in a fine (10-50 per cent).  142 

 
16 ECLI:EU:C:2018:855.   
17 Article 6, para 6 of the Directive 2014/104/EU on certain rules governing actions for damages under 
national law for infringements of the competition law provisions of the Member States and of the 
European Union. 
18 Commission Notice on the non-imposition or reduction of fines in cartel cases (1996) O.J. C207/04.  
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The acknowledgement that cartels were “among the most serious violations of 143 

competition rules”19, as well as the increasing difficulties in collecting evidence 144 

to prosecute them20 were the main reasons why the Commission adopted the 145 

1996 Leniency Notice, though the concept of reduced fines in exchange for 146 

firms’ cooperation was not a new idea in Europe21. Also the fact that the US 147 

Leniency Programme, as reformed in 1993, was much valued for its deterrent 148 

effect on cartels, contributed to this decision.22  149 

Despite the “instrumental role” of leniency in uncovering and punishing secret 150 

cartels, it was criticized by academics when it was firstly introduced.23 The main 151 

challenges for the leniency policy lie in the need to be aligned with antitrust 152 

fines and private enforcement. Also, there has been a long lasting debate on 153 

the regulatory complexity that may arise in case of an international cartel, due 154 

to the different leniency systems that each jurisdiction has adopted. All these 155 

challenges are briefly discussed below.  156 

Tension between leniency and antitrust fines 157 

The first line of argument against leniency has been the lowering of the penalty 158 

level.24 By exempting firms from fines or by reducing penalties in order to 159 

reward the firm’s cooperation and production of evidence, inevitably the overall 160 

fine level is reduced and this has a negative impact on deterrence as well.25 161 

This may cost money that could be spent on investigations and proceedings to 162 

pursue more cartel cases. Furthermore, reduced fines may raise the expected 163 

 
19 XXVIth Report on Competition Policy, 1996, para. 34.  
20 Commission Press Release IP/95/1355 of 6 December 1995 (“Obtaining irrefutable proof of a cartel 
remains a well-nigh impossible task for Commission inspectors and their colleagues in the fifteen 
Member States, especially nowadays since a number of firms do not hesitate to organise “red alert” 
exercises to instruct their staff in how to make life difficult for European inspectors on unannounced 
visits”).  
21 Cartonboard (1994) O.J. L243/52, para. 169; British Sugar plc, Tate & Lyle plc, Napler Brown & 
Company Ltd, James Budgett Sugars Ltd (1999) O.J. L076/01, para. 212. 
22 Nicholas Levy and Robert O’Donoghue “The EU Leniency Programme Comes of Age” (2004)27(1) 
World Competition, 77.  
23 Andreas Stephan “An Empirical Assessment of the European Leniency Notice” (2009)5(3) Journal of 
Competition Law and Economics, 537-538. 
24 Wouter P.J. Wils “Commission Notice on the Non-Imposition or Reduction of Fines in Cartel Cases: A 
Legal and Economic Analysis” (1997)22(2) European Law Review, 130, 134.  
25 Laura Guttuso “Leniency and the two faces of Janus: Where public and private enforcement merge 
and converge” in Caron Beaton-Wells and Christopher Tran (eds), Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a 
Contemporary Age: Leniency Religion (Hart Publishing 2015), 283.  
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pay-off of colluding firms from continuing to collude.26 For this reason, the 164 

European leniency programme grants full immunity only to the first member of 165 

a secret, horizontal cartel to cooperate and not to the other cooperating cartel 166 

members. Moreover, it was empirically shown that cartel fines in the EU have 167 

exponentially increased comparing to the last decade.27 168 

Tension between leniency and actions for damages 169 

The second line of argument against leniency has been its prima facie tension 170 

with the right to pursue damages in a Member State’s national courts for 171 

infringing Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 172 

The limited discovery and access to evidence that leniency policy entails, may 173 

impair the ability of private complainants to pursue follow-on damages claims28 174 

and at the same time the expected value of the final compensation may be 175 

reduced.29 This approach was adopted by the European Court of Justice 176 

(“ECJ”) in the Manfredi30 and Courage31 cases. It was held that the party which 177 

suffered loss from an antitrust infringement, has the right to be fully 178 

compensated. This right could be undermined, if a leniency applicant was 179 

treated favourably in terms of its civil liability.32 In the same vein, the ECJ in 180 

Pfleiderer case33 held against granting complete protection to leniency 181 

applicants, clarifying that national courts must perform a balancing test by 182 

weighing each time the relevant interests, i.e. the need to ensure the 183 

 
26 Joseph Harrington Jr “Optimal Corporate Leniency Programs” (2008) 56 Journal of Industrial 
Economics 215, 217 ; see also Massimo  Motta and Michele Polo “Leniency Programs and Cartel 
Prosecution” ( 2003) 21 International Journal of Industrial Organization 347, 349 . 
27 Andreas Stephan and Ali Nikpay “Leniency Decision-Making from a Corporate Perspective: Complex 
Realities” in Caron Beaton-Wells and Christopher Tran (eds), Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a 
Contemporary Age: Leniency Religion (Hart Publishing 2015), 147.  
28 Daniel Crane “Why Leniency does not Undermine Compensation” in Caron Beaton-Wells and 
Christopher Tran (eds), Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age: Leniency Religion (Hart 
Publishing 2015), 265-266. 
29 Paolo Buccirossi, Catarina Marvao and Giancarlo Spagnolo “Leniency and Damages” (2016) SITE 
Working Paper 32 <www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/204743/1/site-wp0032.pdf> accessed on 16 
January 2020.  
30Joined Cases C-295/04 to C-298/04, Manfredi, ECR I-6619. 
31 Case C-453/99, Courage, ECR I-6297.  
32 Manfredi, paras 29, 62, 69,71, 76; Courage para 29; See also Buccirossi, Marvao and Spagnolo (fn 29), 
7.  
33 Pfleiderer AG v Bundeskartellamt (C-360/09) [2011] All E.R. (EC) 979 ECJ (GC). 
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effectiveness of leniency programmes and support antitrust damage actions.34 184 

This position was confirmed by the subsequent case Donau Chemie35, where 185 

the ECJ held that national courts must balance each time these potentially 186 

conflicting interests, taking into account all the facts of the relevant case.36 187 

Yet, since then national courts have applied Pfleiderer in an inconsistent way37 188 

and the European legislator wanted to suggest through the new Damages 189 

Directive an “across-the-board exemption for leniency statements from 190 

disclosure to third parties”.38 Hence, “the momentum in Europe seems to lean 191 

in the direction of inducing cooperation to stimulate detection and deterrence, 192 

even if this has adverse effects on private rights of action for compensation”.39 193 

At this point, it should be noted that it is not accepted by all commentators that 194 

the leniency policy has adverse effects on private damages actions. There are 195 

academics that have adopted a wider systemic approach, according to which 196 

the effectiveness of the leniency policy also enhances the effectiveness of 197 

private damages actions, since leniency facilitates private damages actions 198 

against other participants in the cartel40 and “the majority of cartel-related 199 

damages claims are follow-on actions based on an infringement finding by a 200 

competition authority”.41 201 

 
34 Courage, para. 30; See also Amit Kumar Singh “Pfleiderer: Assessing its Impact on the European 
Leniency Programme” (2014)35(3) European Competition Law Review.  
35 Case C-536/11 – Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Donau Chemie AG and others. 
36 Donau Chemie, paras 29-34.  
37 Pablo González de Zárate Catón “Disclosure of Leniency Materials: A Bridge between Public and 
Private Enforcement of Antitrust Law” (2013) College of Europe Department of European Legal Studies 
Research Paper in Law 08/2013 <www.coleurope.eu/system/fi les_force/research-
paper/researchpaper_8_2013_gonzalezdezaratecaton.pdf?download=1> accessed on 16 January 
2020; Crane (fn 28), 266.  
38 Recital 24 of 2014/104/EU Directive (“To ensure the undertakings ’ continued willingness to 
voluntarily approach competition authorities with leniency statements or settlement submissions, such 
documents should be excepted from disclosure of evidence”). See also Crane (fn 28), 266.  
39 Crane (fn 28), 266.  
40 Ibid, 269. 
41 Laura Guttuso “Leniency and the Two Faces of Janus: Where Public and Private Enforcement Merge 
and Converge” in Caron Beaton-Wells and Christopher Tran (eds), Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a 
Contemporary Age: Leniency Religion (Hart Publishing 2015), 278; Donald I. Baker “Private and Public 
Enforcement: Complements, Substitutes and Conflicts – A Global Perspective” in A. Ezrachi (ed), 
Research Handbook on International Competition Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2012), 245; European 
Commission, “Damages Actions for Breach of the EU Antitrust Rules “ (Commission Staff Working 
Document Impact Assessment Report) SWD ( 2013 ) 203 final, para 37 
<https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/impact_assessment_en.pdf> accessed 
on 7 January 2020.  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/impact_assessment_en.pdf
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Challenges in co-operation of leniency programmes 202 

Much of the angst over leniency policy in Europe is about the absence of a 203 

European Union-wide system of leniency programmes. “An application for 204 

leniency to a given authority is not to be considered as an application for 205 

leniency to any other authority”.42 In view of the great number of jurisdictions 206 

having their own leniency programmes, a company really has to make 207 

important strategic decisions about which jurisdictions it has to get into, when 208 

making parallel leniency applications to different authorities. It is “for the 209 

applicant to take the steps which it considers appropriate to protect its position 210 

with respect to possible proceedings by these authorities”.43 This is due to the 211 

discrepancies44 existing between these programmes regarding the treatment 212 

that potential applicants can expect from authorities and the confidentiality 213 

protection for leniency materials45. Additionally to these discrepancies, there 214 

are European Member States that contemplate criminal sanctions for antitrust 215 

infringements, which may also apply to leniency applicants.46 This lack of 216 

predictability and certainty contributes to an increasingly complex calculus that 217 

companies have to go through each time in order to decide whether they will 218 

eventually consider and apply for leniency or not. As a result, the chances of 219 

detecting cartels may be decreased. It also has a negative impact on the 220 

general effectiveness of leniency policy and its cartel deterrence goals. Thus, 221 

under such circumstances, a company may be discouraged to apply for 222 

leniency.  223 

 
42 Commission Notice on Cooperation within the Network of Competition Authorities (Network Notice), 
Official Journal C 101, 27 Apr. 2004, para. 38. 
43 Ibid.  
44 The main differences between leniency programmes lie in “the practice of anonymous and 
hypothetical applications, the practice whereby undertakings can claim a “marker” to reserve a place 
while making further internal investigations, the “penalty plus” policy penalising applicants that fail to 
disclose their participation in additional competition offences and the discoverability of written 
immunity submissions and paperless offences”. See Crystal Witterick and Jason Gudofsky, Blake Cassels 
& Graydon LLP “Leniency Programmes and Cross-Border Co-operation in Cartel Enforcement: 
Challenges and Steps Towards Convergence” <https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/8-205-
6152?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&firstPage=true&comp=pluk&bhcp=1#co_anc
hor_a711927> accessed on 17 May 2019. 
45 Reinaldo Diogo Luz and Giancarlo Spagnolo “Leniency, Collusion, Corruption and Whistleblowing” 
(2017)13(4) Journal of Competition Law & Economics, 753-754. 
46 Wouter P.J. Wils“Self-incrimination in EC antitrust enforcement: A legal and economic analysis” 
World Competition (2003)26(4), 580. 
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Several international agencies, like the Organisation for Economic Co-224 

operation and Development (“OECD”), the International Competition Network 225 

(“ICN”) and the European Competition Network (“ECN”) promote the legal 226 

harmonization and coordination by suggesting convergence in the area of 227 

leniency, with the aim to smoothen the leniency process for the applicants and 228 

give them greater level of confidence. Many scholars and practitioners have 229 

also argued for the establishment of an EU-wide one-stop shop.47 Indicatively, 230 

the proposal of ECN for a Model Leniency Programme that will improve the 231 

handling of parallel leniency applications in the ECN is a brave step to a 232 

harmonized leniency policy across the EU.48  However, in DHL Express case49 233 

the ECJ made clear that “the acts of the ECN are not binding on the national 234 

competition authorities” and “the non-binding nature extends to the ECN Model 235 

Leniency Programme”, the purpose of which is to encourage the voluntary 236 

alignment of Member States and not to bind them.50  237 

Debarment mechanism, self-cleaning defence and leniency in 238 

public procurement: conflicting policy objectives 239 

 With a view to protecting public funds from poor performers and wrongdoers, 240 

the European Union has introduced the mechanism of debarment in public 241 

procurement.51 The debarment mechanism was firstly introduced in 1884, 242 

when the US Congress enacted a law contemplating that the executive branch 243 

should award contracts only to the lowest “responsible” bidder.52 In European 244 

 
47 Wouter P.J. Wils “The principle of “ne bis in idem” in EC antitrust enforcement: A legal and economic 
analysis” 26 World Competition 2 (2003); Thomas Franchoo and Mark Crane “The DHL case: Was it a 
missed opportunity to harmonise leniency programmes?” Competition Law Insight (2016); Thomas 
Obersteiner “International Antitrust Litigation: How to Manage Multijurisdictional Leniency 
Applications” (2013)4(1) Journal of European Competition Law and Practice  
48 European Competition Network (ECN) «ECN Model Leniency Programme- Report on Assessment of 
the State of Convergence” <http://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/model_leniency_programme.pdf> 
accessed on 17 May 2019.  
49 Case C-428/14, DHL Express (Italy) v. Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato, EU:C:2016:27 
50 Ibid, paras 55 and 58. See also Cristina Volpin “Applying for Leniency is a Leap in the Dark: Protecting 
the Effectiveness of Leniency Programmes” (2017) 54(4) Common Market Law Review, 1179-1200. 
51 Collin Swan and Belita Manka “Risky Business: Does Debarring Poor Performers Mitigate Future 
Performance Risk?”, Working Paper submitted to the Third International Conference on Public 
Procurement Law Africa, organised by the African Procurement Law Unit at Stellenbosch University 
(Cape Town, 1-2 November 2018). 
52 US Department of the Interior “A Brief History of the Debarment Remedy” 
<www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/migrated/pam/programs/acquisition/upload/Brief-History-of-
Debarment-Remedy_Final-3_2_15.pdf> accessed on 11 May 2019. 
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public procurement, the mechanism of debarment is considered as an 245 

administrative remedy used by governments in order to disqualify contractors 246 

from obtaining public contracts or extensions to existing contracts.53  In this 247 

way, public budgets and other public interests in the performance of the 248 

contract are protected, as economic operators listed in the exclusion grounds 249 

are considered to be at higher risk of not being able to execute the public 250 

contract properly.54 It was not, however, until the first decade of the 2000s that 251 

the debarment extended in scope, when public procurement agencies were 252 

granted authority to exclude suppliers upon reasonable doubt of their integrity 253 

and regardless of any criminal justice proceedings in the case.55 . Hence, 254 

according to recital 101 of the Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU contracting 255 

authorities should “be able to exclude candidates or tenderers whose 256 

performance in earlier public contracts has shown major deficiencies with 257 

regard to substantive requirements”.56 The Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU 258 

contains a list with mandatory and discretionary exclusion grounds in case the 259 

suppliers pose a risk in terms of integrity. On the basis of optional exclusion 260 

grounds, a contracting authority may exclude a tenderer from participation in a 261 

procurement procedure for three years from the date of the relevant event. 262 

Some of these grounds relate to competition law infringements by the tenderer, 263 

such as where the contracting authority has sufficiently plausible indications to 264 

conclude that the tenderer has entered into agreements with other tenderers 265 

aimed at distorting competition.57 This provision, which is relatively new, as it 266 

was introduced for the first time by the Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU, 267 

refers to bid rigging cartels and sends a signal to the private sector that there 268 

will be no tolerance to collusion in the public market. Prior to the enactment of 269 

the Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU, it was still prohibited to commit 270 

competition law infringements, but this fell under the more generic heading of 271 

 
53 Steven Schooner “The Paper Tiger Stirs: Rethinking Suspension and Debarment” (2004)13 Public 
Procurement Law Review, 211; Sarah Schoenmaekers “The EU Debarment Rules: Legal and Economic 
Rationale”(2016)3 Public Procurement Law Review, 94. 
54 Sue Arrowsmith, Hans-Joachim Prieβ and Pascal Friton “Self-Cleaning as a Defence to Exclusions for 
Misconduct- An Emerging Concept in EC Public Procurement Law”(2009)18 Public Procurement Law 
Review, 270-275; Schoenmaekers (fn 20), 99. 
55 Emmanuelle Auriol and Tina Soreide “An Economic Analysis of Debarment” 2017(50) International 
Review of Law and Economics, p. 37. 
56 Recital 101, Council Directive 2014/24/EU,2014 O.J. (L 94/65) (Feb. 26, 2014). 
57 Ibid, Article 57, paragraph 4(d).  
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“grave professional misconduct”.58 Apart from this provision, article 57 of the 272 

Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU contains some other exclusion grounds 273 

relating to distortions of competition, such as the prior involvement of an 274 

economic operator in the preparation of a procurement procedure.59  275 

While the debarment mechanism’s emphasis on integrity issues is 276 

understandable, banning firms from bidding for the significant period of three 277 

years from the date of the relevant event in the cases referred to in paragraph 278 

4 of article 57 in the Directive 2014/24/EU, will likely minimize competition. For 279 

instance, in the Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”) bid rigging case in the UK60, the 280 

authority had to intervene to prevent local awarding authorities from blacklisting 281 

firms subject to their investigation, as in some cases it left just one bidder. In 282 

the relevant decision report, OFT stated that if all infringers were excluded from 283 

tender lists, the public sector would struggle to find bidders to carry out the 284 

work, as cover pricing in the construction industry is a “widespread and endemic 285 

practice”.61Also Hungary for instance, had to set aside the mandatory exclusion 286 

provisions because there were not enough operators left on the market.62 Less 287 

competition may lead to higher prices or lower quality in public contracts.63 This 288 

is particularly true where public contracts constitute the biggest part of the 289 

market. Additionally, the abstention from bidding for three years conflicts with 290 

the leniency programme. In view of the fact that a leniency application does not 291 

protect the leniency applicant from the consequences of the debarment 292 

mechanism in case of participation in a bidding ring, less and less firms will 293 

 
58 Adrian Brown “When May an Economic Operator Be Excluded from Public Tenders Due to Its Previous 
Infringement of Competition Law? Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadwerke Munchen GmbH (C-124/17)” 
(2019)2 Public Procurement Law Review, NA51.  
59 Ibid, Article 57, paragraph 4(f). “Contracting authorities may exclude or may be required by Member 
States to exclude from participation in a procurement procedure any economic operator, where a 
distortion of competition from the prior involvement of the economic operators in the preparation of 
the procurement procedure… cannot be remedied by other, less intrusive measures”. 
60 In the construction industry of the UK 103 companies were found to have breached competition law 
in 2009 be getting involved in cover pricing. See BBC “Building Companies fined £129.5m” ˂ 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/8268116.stm˃ accessed on 4 February 2016. 
61 OFT “Competition Act 1998-Decision of OFT No.CA98/02/2009-Bid Rigging in the Construction 
Industry in England, 21 September 2009”˂ 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142426/http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/busi
ness_leaflets/general/CE4327-04_Decision__public_1.pdf˃accessed on 4 February 2016.  
62 Kris Van Hove- Van Bael & Bellis “Bid-rigging and Deterrence under the EU Law” (ICN Cartel 
Workshop, Ottawa 4-6 October 2017).  
63 Auriol and Soreide (fn 20), p. 37-38. 
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make the decision to cooperate with the public authorities. Infringing companies 294 

are discouraged from coming forward and applying for leniency, as they know 295 

that they may be unable to bid in the future for government contracts. In this 296 

way, both the immunity prize and the reduction of fines become less attractive 297 

and this eventually impedes the discovery and punishment of cartels in the 298 

domain of public procurement.64 The clash between the leniency programme 299 

and the mechanism of debarment in public procurement becomes even more 300 

apparent in view of the fact that they are not part of a common enforcement 301 

system, neither do they always serve the same aims. On the one hand the 302 

objective of leniency programme is to deter anticompetitive practices forbidden 303 

by antitrust law and to protect firms and consumers from these practices and 304 

any damages caused by them.65On the other hand, there are different 305 

rationales behind the use of debarment mechanism in public procurement, 306 

without focusing only on competition policies and the cartel deterrence. The 307 

mechanism of debarment is “an investment needed to secure trust in 308 

government procurement”,66 protecting in this way the legitimacy of 309 

government.67 Despite the fact that the debarment mechanism was mainly 310 

 
64 However, it should be underlined that leniency may be effective to dissolve pre-existing collusive 
schemes but not to dissuade firms from forming a new cartel. See Hamaguchi et al. “An Experimental 
Study of Procurement Auctions with Leniency Programs”, CPRC Discussion Paper Series CPDP-24-E 
January 2007, <https://www.jftc.go.jp/en/cprc/discussionpapers/index_files/CPDP-24-E..pdf> 
accessed on 12 May 2019. See also Stephen Davies and Peter L. Ormosi “The Economic Impact of Cartels 
and Anti-Cartel Enforcement” (2014) CCP Working Paper 13-7 v2 
<http://competitionpolicy.ac.uk/documents/107435/107587/CCP+WP+13-
7+v2+%282014%29+complete.pdf/c0312421-fd72-494f-b078-b3019f7c1346> accessed on 11 May 
2019, where it is explained that “less stable cartels are more likely to apply for leniency”; Rosa M. 
Abrantes-Metz and Albert D. Metz “The Future of Cartel Deterrence and Detection” (January 2019) CPI 
Antitrust Chronicle <https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/CPI-Abrantes-Metz-Metz.pdf> accessed on 11 May 2019, where it is clarified 
that “if the cartel is very successful-which means that its social harm is that much greater-then it 
becomes less likely that it will be self-reported to authorities”. 
65 Green Paper-Damages actions for breach of the EC antitrust rules COM(2005) 672, 19 December 2005 
< https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52005DC0672&from=EN> 
accessed on 16 January 2019. 
66 Erling Johan Hjelmeng and Tina Soreide “Debarment in Public Procurement: Rationales and 
Realisation” in Racca G.M, Yuki C. and Cavallo Perin R. (eds), Promoting Integrity in Public Procurement: 
Accountability and Transparency (Bruylant 2014), p. 5. See also Steven Schooner “The Paper Tiger Stirs: 
Rethinking Suspension and Debarment” (2004)5 Public Procurement Law Review, 211-217; Sope 
Williams-Elegbe “Debarment in Africa: A Cross-Jurisdictional Evaluation” (2016)3 Public Procurement 
Law Review, 71-90; Collin D. Swan and Belita Manka “Risky Business: Does Debarring Poor Performers 
Mitigate Future Performance Risk?” (2018), Third International Conference of Public Procurement Law 
Africa, organized by the African Procurement Law Unit at Stellenbosch University.  
67 Sope Williams-Elegbe “Debarment in Africa: A Cross-Jurisdictional Evaluation” (2016)3 Public 
Procurement Law Review, 71-90. 
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introduced to enhance integrity among actors in public procurement markets, 311 

some commentators have seen the debarment as a strategy to curb the risk of 312 

collusion,.68 To some extent, this is true as the Directive 2014/24/EU has 313 

explicitly contemplated in Article 57, paragraph 4 (d) that the conclusion of 314 

agreements aimed at distorting competition may enable contracting authorities 315 

to exclude from participation in a procurement procedure the antitrust infringers. 316 

Yet, the fact that the debarment of competition infringers is not mandatory, but 317 

it is left to Member States’ and/or contracting authorities’ discretion confirms 318 

that the main purpose of the debarment mechanism is to reduce the number of 319 

dishonest suppliers who prefer collusive activities instead of a “fair play” in 320 

public market and secondarily to destabilize and deter bid rigging 321 

schemes.69An illustrative example is the Greek transposition of the Directive 322 

2014/24/EU by Article 73, paragraph 4 (a) of Law 4412/2016 on public sector 323 

contracts, which kept the discretionary nature of the exclusion grounds relating 324 

to distortions of competition. Additionally, this is supported by the economic 325 

analysis of debarment, according to which debarment “is found to be an 326 

inadequate tool with regard to deterring collusion/cartel collaboration, if 327 

application means to exclude all bidders in a market”.70 328 

In the light of the protective effect and the purposes of the exclusion provisions 329 

under the public procurement rules, fundamental Community law principles, in 330 

particular the free movement of goods and services, the principle of equal 331 

treatment and the principle of proportionality, required that self-cleaning 332 

measures should be taken into account when applying the debarment 333 

mechanism.71   The general idea of the self-cleaning concept was to avoid 334 

 
68 Albert Sanchez-Graells “Competition Law and Public Procurement” forthcoming in J. Galloway (ed), 
Intersections of Antitrust: Policy and Regulations (Oxford, OUP, 2019) 
˂http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2643763&download=yes˃ accessed on 13 
January 2019.; Albert Sanchez-Graells “Prevention and Deterrence of Bid : A Look from the New EU 
Directive on Public Procurement” in Racca G.M, Yuki C. and Cavallo Perin R. (eds), Promoting Integrity 
in Public Procurement: Accountability and Transparency (Bruylant 2014), p. 188.  
69 Hjelmeng and Søreide (fn 11). 
70 Emmanuelle Auriol and Tina Søreide “An Economic Analysis of Debarment” (2017)50 International 
Review of Law and Economics, 36-49.  
71 Sue Arrowsmith, Hans-Joachim Prieβ and Pascal Friton “Self-Cleaning as a Defence to Exclusions for 
Misconduct- An Emerging Concept in EC Public Procurement Law (2009)18 Public Procurement Law 
Review, 275. See also Commission “Green Paper on the Modernisation of EU Public Procurement 
Policy”, COM (2011) 15 final, where it was clarified that “the issue of self-cleaning measures stems from 
the need to strike a balance between the implementation of the grounds for exclusion and respect  
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exclusion or minimize its risk and at the same time to restore trust in economic 335 

operators by giving them the opportunity to demonstrate that they have taken 336 

effective measures to ensure that wrongful act will not occur again in the 337 

future.72 Hence, procurement rules provide the possibility for a tenderer to 338 

demonstrate its reliability and take part again in procurement procedures, 339 

despite the existence of a ground for exclusion (the so-called self-cleaning 340 

defence). Failing to take self-cleaning measures into consideration means 341 

infringement of the principle of equal treatment, according to which candidates 342 

that have taken sufficient self-cleaning measures should not be treated the 343 

same as candidates that have made no effort to demonstrate reliability despite 344 

the existence of a relevant ground for debarment.73  This was confirmed by the 345 

ECJ in Fabricom case74, where it was held that the blanket exclusion of a 346 

company that previously cooperated with the relevant contracting authority was 347 

unlawful because it did not give the opportunity for it to prove that, in the 348 

circumstances of the case, the experience which it had acquired was not 349 

capable of distorting competition.75 This finding was also accepted by ECJ in 350 

Michaniki AE case76, where it was held that it is disproportionate to exclude an 351 

entire group of undertakings without allowing them to demonstrate that the 352 

values and objectives of the procurement law are not threatened by their 353 

participation in a tender procedure.77  354 

This case law was later confirmed by introducing article 57 (6) of Directive 355 

2014/24/EU which provides for self-cleaning measures, if an economic operator 356 

wants to demonstrate its reliability, despite the existence of a relevant ground 357 

 
for proportionality and equality of treatment”.   
 
72 Ibid. 257; Schoenmaekers (fn 20),97-98.  
73 Sue Arrowsmith, Hans-Joachim Prieβ and Pascal Friton “Self-Cleaning as a Defence to Exclusions for 
Misconduct- An Emerging Concept in EC Public Procurement Law” (2009)18 Public Procurement Law 
Review, 257-282. 
74 Joined cases C-21/03 and C-34/03 Fabricom (2005) I-1559. 
75 Ibid, paragraph 36. See also Arrowsmith,  Prieβ and Friton (fn 48) and Sarah Schoenmaekers “Self-
Cleaning and Leniency: Comparable Objectives but Different Levels of Success?” (2018)1(13) European 
Procurement and Public Private Partnership Law Review, p. 6-7.  
76 Case C-213/07 Michaniki AE (2008) I-09999. 
77 Ibid, paragraphs 60-69 
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for exclusion. In order to rely on this self-cleaning defence, a tenderer must 358 

prove that78:  359 

1. it has paid or undertaken to pay compensation in respect of any damage 360 

caused by the criminal offence or misconduct; 361 

2. it has clarified the facts and circumstances in a comprehensive manner by 362 

actively collaborating with the investigating authorities (e.g. through special 363 

audits by outside independent persons such as public accountants)79; and  364 

3. it has taken concrete technical, organizational (e.g. effective reporting and 365 

controlling, an internal or external revision organ, regular seminars and in-366 

house training for the employees, internal re-organisation)80 and personnel 367 

(e.g. dismissal of employees or shareholders responsible for the criminal 368 

offence, introduction of the business ethics and a code of conduct, principles of 369 

good conduct in employment contracts, periodic staff rotation, internal 370 

regulations on liability and compensation for damages in case of non-371 

compliance)81 measures that are appropriate to prevent any further 372 

infringements. 373 

The self-cleaning application is completely voluntary and should be submitted 374 

before the contracting authority decides on the fulfillment of the selection criteria 375 

in a public tender. Moreover, which self-cleaning measures should be taken 376 

depends on the gravity of the infringement, as demonstrated by its duration, 377 

recurrence and financial impact.82 This means that the self-cleaning measures 378 

listed in article 57 (6) of Directive 2014/24/EU can give rise to divergent 379 

interpretations and practices, as well as to unequal treatment of economic 380 

operators.83  Indicatively, it is questionable whether the duty to pay 381 

 
78 Recital 102 and Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Directive 2014/24/EU. See also Arrowsmith,  Prieβ and 
Friton (fn 48) and Sarah Schoenmaekers “Self-Cleaning and Leniency: Comparable Objectives but 
Different Levels of Success?” (2018)1(13) European Procurement and Public Private Partnership Law 
Review, p. 6-7. 
79 Lubica Páleníková “Corruption in Public Tenders-Concept of Self-Cleaning”(2012)9 Annals of the 
Faculty of Law of Zenica, 279. 
80 Ibid.  
81 Ibid. 
82 Arrowsmith, Prieβ and Friton (fn 33), p. 264; Schoenmaekers (fn 20), p. 98.  
83 Sue Arrowsmith, The Law of Public and Utilities Procurement. Vol.1 (London:  
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compensation in respect of any damage caused by the criminal offence or 382 

misconduct, as article 57 of Directive 2014/24/EU contemplates, only covers 383 

damages for which litigation is pending or has not even started or also those 384 

which are beyond dispute.84 Also, anytime the self-cleaning evidence turns out 385 

to be sufficient, contracting authorities are not allowed to exclude the relevant 386 

economic operator.85 Yet, Article 57 (6) of Directive 2014/24/EU does not 387 

specify what constitutes “investigating authorities” for the purposes of self-388 

cleaning defence. The provision does not clarify whether the debarred firm is 389 

obliged to collaborate only with the relevant competition authority investigating 390 

the infringement or with the contracting authority as well, which awards the 391 

relevant public contract. Additionally, the provision does not elaborate upon the 392 

level of active cooperation required by the debarred firm when relying on self-393 

cleaning defence. Therefore, the ECJ filled the gap in the recent case Vossloh 394 

Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH.86 395 

 396 

Vossloh Laeis case: the rise of private enforcement by public 397 

authorities and the decline of leniency in public markets? 398 

Brief Presentation of the Case 399 

The ECJ delivered the judgment c-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke 400 

München GmbH on the 24th of October 2018. In the case at hand, a German 401 

company (“Vossloh Laeis”) manufacturing railway material, necessary for 402 

railway installations, was found guilty of participating until 2011 in agreements 403 

falling within the law on cartels, which concerned switches (“the rail cartel”).87 404 

For this reason, the Federal Cartel Office in Germany imposed on it a fine, after 405 

taking into account the fact that Vossloh Laeis was a leniency applicant and 406 

 
Sweet & Maxwell, 2014), 1272; Steven Van Garsse and Sylvia de Mars “Exclusion and Self-Cleaning in 
the 2014 Public Sector Directive” in Yseult Marique and Kris Wauters (eds), EU Directive 2014/24 on 
Public Procurement: A New Turn for Competition in Public Markets? (Larcier, Brussels, 2016), 134.  
84 Roberto Caranta and Sara Richetto “On Self-Cleaning” in M. Burgi, M. Trybus and S. Treumer (eds) 
Qualification, Selection and Exclusion in EU Procurement (DJøf 2016), 275-302.  
85 Ibid. 
86 C-124/17, ECLI:EU:C:2018:855.   
87 Case C-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH, ECLI:EU:C:2018:855, paragraph 
12. 
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cooperated with the Cartel Office in order to help it to clarify its collusive 407 

conduct.88 At the same time, the contracting authority (Stadtwerke München) 408 

brought a civil action for damages against Vossloh Laeis for the harm that it 409 

suffered because of the rail cartel.89 Despite the pending civil action, Vossloh 410 

Laeis wanted to participate in a new tendering procedure held by Stadtwerke 411 

München, relying on the self-cleaning defence and particularly on some 412 

organisational and personnel measures that it had taken in order to reform itself 413 

and prevent the repetition of unlawful cartels and unfair competitive conduct.90 414 

Stadtwerke München, however, expressed its doubts about the reliability of 415 

Vossloh Laeis, based on the participation of the latter in the rail cartel and for 416 

this reason it asked from Vossloh Laeis the leniency decision of the Federal 417 

Cartel Office imposing on it a fine.91 In this way, Stadtwerke München would be 418 

able to examine the decision of the Federal Cartel Office and clarify the 419 

infringement of antitrust law by Vossloh Laeis. Vossloh Laeis did not accept to 420 

forward to Stadtwerke München the decision of the Federal Cartel Office, 421 

arguing that it had already cooperated fully with the competition authority, i.e. 422 

the Federal Cartel Office and that the cooperation with Stadtwerke München, 423 

the contracting authority, went beyond the requirements of the Procurement 424 

Directive 2014/24/EU.92 425 

In view of this denial and considering that the explanations provided by Vossloh 426 

Laeis did not establish that it had taken sufficient self-cleaning measures, 427 

Stadtwerke München excluded permanently Vossloh Laeis from the relevant 428 

qualification procedure.93 Therefore, Vossloh Laeis brought an action against 429 

this decision before the Public Procurement Board for Southern Bavaria in 430 

Germany.94 The Public Procurement Board decided to stay the proceedings 431 

and ask the ECJ for a preliminary ruling, uncertain as it was about whether a 432 

tenderer wishing to demonstrate its reliability, despite the existence of a 433 

relevant ground for exclusion, should actively cooperate not only with the 434 

 
88 ibid. 
89 ibid. 
90 ibid, paragraph 13. 
91 ibid. 
92 ibid, paragrapg 14. 
93 ibid, paragraph 15. 
94 ibid, paragraph 16. 
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investigating authority, but also with the contracting authority, in order to provide 435 

the contracting authority with proof of the re-establishment of its reliability.95 436 

The ECJ held that the German law requirement of cooperation with the 437 

contracting authority is not against EU law. The contracting authority must be 438 

able to ask an undertaking that has been held responsible for a breach of 439 

competition law to provide the decision of the competition authority concerning 440 

it.96 The transmission to the contracting authority of the decision establishing 441 

the infringement of the competition rules by the tenderer, but applying a 442 

leniency rule to the tenderer on the ground that it collaborated with the 443 

competition authority, should be sufficient to prove to the contracting authority 444 

that the economic operator clarified, in a comprehensive manner, the facts and 445 

circumstances by collaborating with that authority.97 In other words, the 446 

contracting authority may ask any evidence of the measures taken by the 447 

tenderer for the purpose of its admission to the procurement procedure. Such 448 

evidence may include even the leniency decision of the competition authority. 449 

The fact that the transmission of such a document facilitates the introduction of 450 

a civil liability action by the contracting authority against that economic operator 451 

is not such as to call that finding into question.98 After all, among the measures 452 

which an economic operator must take in order to establish its reliability is the 453 

provision of evidence that it has paid or undertaken to pay compensation in 454 

respect of any damage caused by the criminal offence or misconduct which it 455 

committed.99 456 

Critical Analysis of the Case   457 

By the current judgment, the ECJ confirmed that contracting authorities are able 458 

to request additional information and clarifications where necessary, in order to 459 

evaluate the self-cleaning measures taken by a debarred firm. Such a request 460 

may extend even to the disclosure of the leniency decision taken by the relevant 461 

competition authority, to the extent that this is necessary for examining the re-462 

 
95 ibid, paragraph 17. 
96 Ibid, paragraph 30. 
97 Ibid, paragraph 31. 
98 Ibid, paragraph 30. 
99 Ibid. 
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establishment of the debarred firm’s reliability. Also, the judgment clarified that 463 

for the purposes of Article 57 (6) of Directive 2014/24/EU, “investigating 464 

authorities” are both the competition and the contracting authority and so the 465 

debarred firm must cooperate actively with both of them. The ECJ tried to 466 

minimize the “chilling effect” of its judgment on the cooperation of leniency 467 

applicants with the authorities by contemplating that the collaboration with the 468 

contracting authority must be limited to the measures which are strictly 469 

necessary for the examination of the debarred company’s reliability, mentioned 470 

in Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU.100 In this 471 

way, it wanted to prevent contracting authorities from requiring broad searches 472 

for information that is unlikely to be of relevance to the remedial measures that 473 

the debarred firm has taken in order to demonstrate its reliability.101 This 474 

requirement reminds a lot of the proportionality requirements set by Damages 475 

Directive 2014/104/EU in Article 6, para 4 for the disclosure of information 476 

contained in the file of a competition authority which is requested in the context 477 

of follow-on damages claims. The second of these proportionality requirements 478 

regards the scope of the request for disclosure, which must be made in relation 479 

to an action for damages before a national court. If the wording of this provision 480 

in the Damages Directive was slightly changed in order to meet the needs of 481 

Article 57, para. 6 of the Procurement Directive, it would contemplate that the 482 

request for disclosure must be made in relation to the attempt of the debarred 483 

firm to prove that it regained its reliability. This is exactly what ECJ held, 484 

meaning that the requirement of cooperation must be limited to what is 485 

necessary for the examination of the tenderer’s reliability. In order to achieve 486 

this goal and apply successfully the principle of proportionality, it is submitted 487 

that contracting authorities should prove each time to the national court that it 488 

is impossible for them to get from other sources the information they seek in 489 

order to evaluate the supplier’s reliability and the sufficiency of the self-cleaning 490 

measures.   491 

 
100 Case C-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH, ECLI:EU:C:2018:855, paragraph 
28. 
101 The Damages Directive 2014/104/EU names this kind of searches “fishing expeditions”. See recital 
(23) of the Damages Directive.  
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Despite the above attempt that ECJ made to minimize the negative effect of its 492 

decision on leniency programme, still this judgment has some weaknesses. It 493 

overlooks and underestimates the extensive cooperation that is required from 494 

a leniency applicant in order to be eligible for leniency. It asks from the company 495 

to prove anew to the contracting authority that it collaborated with the 496 

competition authority and that it clarified in a comprehensive manner the facts 497 

and circumstances of its participation in the anticompetitive activity. One of the 498 

main conditions for the grant of leniency is for an undertaking to accept that it 499 

participated in an anticompetitive activity and to provide the relevant 500 

competition authority with all the non-legally privileged information, documents 501 

and evidence available to it regarding the infringement at issue. This 502 

presupposes a complete and continuous cooperation with the relevant 503 

competition authority throughout the investigation, as well as the abstention of 504 

the leniency applicant from further participation in the anticompetitive activity at 505 

issue. By demanding the transmission to the contracting authority of the 506 

decision that the competition authority made, in order that the former be 507 

persuaded that the infringing company clarified, in a comprehensive manner, 508 

the facts and circumstances of the anticompetitive activity, the ECJ gives 509 

contracting authorities the power to verify the rightness of competition 510 

authorities’ decision to grant leniency. This, however, cultivates an environment 511 

of mistrust between two equivalent public authorities.  512 

In view of the above, it is recommended that the leniency decision of the 513 

competition authority should be adequate to prove to the contracting authority 514 

that the economic operator cooperated actively with the competition authority. 515 

The access of the contracting authority to the leniency decision serves no 516 

purpose, as the competition authority has already requested in the course of its 517 

investigation the evidence that the contracting authority asks for. At the same 518 

time, this access is detrimental to the very essence of leniency programmes. 519 

Companies will think twice on whether to apply for leniency or not in the 520 

framework of their participation in public procurement procedures. This is 521 

because anytime they may want to rely on the self-cleaning defence in order to 522 

avoid exclusion from future public contracts, they may be asked from the 523 

contracting authority to disclose details about their former participation in a 524 
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cartel so as to persuade it that they have taken self-cleaning measures. The 525 

collaboration that the debarred firm is required to afford to the contracting 526 

authority by enabling the latter to have access to the competition authority 527 

decision may be totally prejudicial to the former. This is particularly true where 528 

they are both parties to civil proceedings brought by the contracting authority, 529 

on the ground that it was harmed by the debarred firm’s participation in the 530 

cartel.102 The access to decisions of competition authorities which establish the 531 

infringement of competition rules in cartel cases and which are based on a 532 

leniency application, provides contracting authorities with evidence that they 533 

need in order to prepare their actions for damages.103 Thus, it gets obvious that 534 

such a possibility exposes cooperating undertakings to civil liability under 535 

conditions worse than those of co-infringers not cooperating with the 536 

competition authorities.104 Both academics and public enforcers have 537 

repeatedly underlined the risk of discouraging firms from reporting their 538 

participation in a cartel under leniency programme, if they know that the 539 

information and documents produced can be used later against them in a 540 

redress claim.105 This risk was also expressly mentioned by the European 541 

Commission in its observations in the case National Grid Electricity 542 

Transmission v ABB and Others, which is discussed below.106 543 

 
102 Case C-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH, ECLI:EU:C:2018:316, Opinion of 
AG Campos Sanchez-Bordona, fn 13.  
103 Recital (26), Directive 2014/104/EU. 
104 ibid.  
105 Bruno Nascimbene “Interaction between Leniency Programmes and Damages Actions in Antitrust 
Law: Perspectives for Collective Redress” (2013) 36 World Competition 269, 275; Wouter PJ Wils 
“Leniency in Antitrust Enforcement: Theory and Practice” (2007) 30 World Competition 25, 58; Ian S. 
Forrester and Pascal Berghe “Leniency: The poisoned chalice or the pot at the end of the rainbow?” in 
Beaton-Wells and Tran (Eds.), Anti-cartel enforcement in a contemporary age – Leniency Religion (Hart 
Publishing, 2015); Christopher Hodges "Competition enforcement, regulation and civil justice: what is 
the case?" (2006) 43(5) Common Market Law Review, 1381.  
1390. International Competition Network “Drafting and Implementing an Effective Leniency Policy “ in 
Anti-Cartel Enforcement Manual (2014), www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/CWG_ACEMLeniency.pdf accessed on 7 January 2020;  European 
Commission, “Damages Actions for Breach of the EU Antitrust Rules “ (Commission Staff Working 
Document Impact Assessment Report) SWD ( 2013 ) 203 final, para 58 
<https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/impact_assessment_en.pdf> accessed 
on 7 January 2020.  
106 National Grid Electricity Transmission plc v ABB Ltd [2012] EWHC 869 in the United Kingdom. See 
European Commission, “Observations of the European Commission Pursuant to Article 15(3) of 
Regulation 1/2003” (November 2011) para 17.1, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/competition/court/amicus_curiae_2011_national_grid_en.pdf> accessed on 7 
January 2020. 

http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/CWG_ACEMLeniency.pdf
http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/CWG_ACEMLeniency.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/impact_assessment_en.pdf
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Alternatively, it is suggested that only the non-confidential version of the 544 

competition authority’s decision should be disclosed to the contracting 545 

authority. It is common ground that the confidential version of the decision that 546 

a competition authority takes in order to establish infringement of the 547 

competition rules will or may contain leniency materials submitted to the 548 

relevant competition authority in the course of its investigation.  This was 549 

confirmed in National Grid Electricity Transmission v ABB and Others107, where 550 

the English High Court ordered disclosure to the claimant seeking damages of 551 

only limited parts of the confidential version of the EC fining decision. Waiving 552 

the secrecy created by the leniency mechanism vis-à-vis the contracting 553 

authority has deterrent effect on potential leniency applicants as regards other 554 

bid rigging schemes which are uncovered yet, undermining in this way the 555 

application of national and EU leniency programmes in the domain of public 556 

procurement. After all, “the confidentiality policy is a necessary inducement to 557 

encourage leniency applications” and this means that jurisdictions should not 558 

share information obtained from an amnesty applicant with other competition 559 

and prosecuting authorities, without the applicant’s permission.108  560 

In response to the aforementioned suggestions, two points can be made. The 561 

first is that the wide access to evidence is necessary for the effective exercise 562 

by contracting authorities of their right to compensation. The second point is 563 

that the contracting authorities will not be able to judge whether the self-564 

cleaning measures are appropriate or not to prevent further criminal offences 565 

or misconduct, if they do not know exactly what happened.109  566 

Regarding the first point that may be raised, i.e. that contracting authorities 567 

should be able to exercise effectively their right to compensation, it should be 568 

clarified that the facts and circumstances regarding a breach of competition law 569 

may follow sufficiently clearly from the non-confidential version of a leniency 570 

 
107 National Grid Electricity Transmission v ABB and Others [2012] EWHC 869. 
108 Scott D. Hammond, Director of Criminal Enforcement, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice 
“Dispelling the myths surrounding information sharing” speech presented before the ICN Cartels 
Workshop (Sydney, Australia, November 20-21, 20040 <www.justice.gov/atr/speech/dispelling-
myths-surrounding-information-sharing> accessed on 17 May 2019.  
109 Albert Sanchez-Graells “Bid Rigging, Self-Cleaning, Leniency and Claims for Damages: A Beautiful 
Procurement Mess? (C-124/17) <http://www.howtocrackanut.com/blog/tag/vossloh+laeis> 
accessed on 16 May 2019.  
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decision and from other documents as well, which are provided by the 571 

undertaking to the contracting authority. The access to the non-confidential 572 

version of the leniency decision, does not undermine the contracting authorities’ 573 

right to compensation, as contracting authorities have still the possibility to 574 

collect evidence and prepare their actions for damages. On the contrary, the 575 

access of contracting authorities to the confidential version of leniency 576 

decisions undermines the limitations on disclosure of evidence laid down in the 577 

Damages Directive, because this evidence will help them to calculate the 578 

overcharge they suffered and so the introduction of a civil liability action against 579 

the leniency applicant will be facilitated.  The rationale of the Damages Directive 580 

20014/104/EU is to protect self-incriminating evidence produced within leniency 581 

programme and for this reason it enshrines a strict prohibition of disclosure for 582 

leniency statements. Specifically, Article 6, paragraph 6 (a) of the Damages 583 

Directive 2014/104/EU contemplates that Member States shall ensure that, for 584 

the purpose of actions for damages, national courts cannot at any time order a 585 

party or a third party to disclose leniency corporate statements, 110meaning all 586 

voluntary presentations, by or on behalf of an undertaking to the competition 587 

authority, of the undertaking’s knowledge of a cartel and its role therein111. In 588 

the same vein, Article 6, paragraph 4 (c) of the Damages Directive 2014/104/EU 589 

contemplates that even in case of documents that fall beyond the definition of 590 

leniency statement112 or they are not part of the leniency statement, the national 591 

courts should consider the need to safeguard the effectiveness of the public 592 

enforcement of competition law.  593 

In view of the above, it is apparent that the approach of the Damages Directive 594 

regarding the unhampered public enforcement of competition law is 595 

unassailable.  “The principle of effective judicial protection is not absolute and 596 

may be curtailed by restrictions which are in the general interest, proportionate 597 

and do not amount to an intolerable interference which infringes upon the very 598 

substance of the right guaranteed”.113 This means that the contracting 599 

 
110 Article 6, paragraph 6(a) of the Directive 2014/104/EU.  
111 Article 2, paragraph 16 of the Directive 2014/104/EU. 
112  Such documents are subjected to the medium (grey list) or minimum (white list) protection 
according to each case. 
113 Matias Palma Rodriguez “Disclosure of Evidence under the Damages Directive: Conflicts and 
Compatibility between the ECJ’s Case-by-Case Analysis and the Rules on Protection of Immunity 
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authorities’ right to compensation may be curtailed when it comes to secure the 600 

protection of effective leniency programmes, which is a public interest. In the 601 

past, the ECJ refused to prioritize the interest associated with public 602 

enforcement over the interest of private parties injured by the infringement, 603 

therefore invoking the principle of effectiveness, as already discussed in the 604 

section of this article about the tension between leniency and actions for 605 

damages.114 Yet, the European legislator challenged in a radical way this case 606 

law and the new Damages Directive 2014/104/EU gave predominance to the 607 

protection of leniency statements instead of conferring permissive rules that 608 

may affect the effectiveness of leniency programmes.115 Moreover, the 609 

European Commission’s policy has been in the same line with the European 610 

legislator, i.e. to fully decline the access of third parties to leniency materials on 611 

its file in order to protect the effectiveness of its leniency programme.116The 612 

ECJ confirmed as well this approach in its decision EnBW.117 A 613 

counterargument to this approach may be that after all, the right of contracting 614 

authorities to compensation is also a public interest, as it allows some of the 615 

public money that had been paid for rigged goods/services to be recovered.118 616 

This is particularly true, but the access of contracting authorities to leniency 617 

documents is not the only way to protect this right. The European legislator has 618 

already sought to protect the contracting authorities’ right to compensation119 619 

by creating a rebuttable presumption as to the existence of harm resulting from 620 

 
Recipients’ Information- Study Paper No 01/18” Europa Kolleg Hamburg, Institute for European 
Integration <https://europa-kolleg-hamburg.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/SP-01-18.pdf> 
accessed on 16 May 2019; Joined cases C- 317-320/08 Alassini and others, paras. 61-63 
114 C-536/2011 Bundeswettbewerbsbehӧrde v. Donau Chemie and others, ECLI:EU:C:2013:366 where it 
was said at para. 27 that “the rules applicable to actions for safeguarding rights wjich individuals derive 
from the direct effect of EU law must … not make it in practice impossible or excessively difficult to 
exercise rights coferred by EU law”; See also C-360/09 Pfeiderer AG v. Bundeskartellamt, 
ECLI:EU:C:2011:389 
115 Palma Rodriguez (fn 67), pp. 38-40. 
116 Ysewyn and Kahmann (fn…), 57. 
117 C-365/12 P European Commission v. EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG [2014], 
ECLI:EU:C:2014:112, para. 93 “[…] it must be found that, for the purposes of the application of the 
exceptions provided for in the first and third indents of Article 4(2) of Regulation No 1049/2001, the 
Commission is entitled to presume […] that disclosure of such documents will, in principle, undermine 
the protection of the commercial interests of the undertakings involved in such a proceeding and the 
protection of the purpose of the investigations relating to the proceeding”. 
118 Penelope-Alexia Giosa “The Case for Reforming the Rules on Contracting Authority Damages Claims 
for Bid Rigging in the EU”(2018)6 Public Procurement Law Review, 235-250. 
119 The presumption that cartel infringements cause harm regards any natural or legal person — 
consumers, undertakings and public authorities— that has a right to compensation. 
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a cartel, like a bidding ring.120 Also, the Damages Directive contemplates that 621 

when it is practically impossible or excessively difficult for a claimant precisely 622 

to quantify the harm suffered on the basis of the evidence available, the national 623 

courts shall be empowered to estimate the amount of harm.121  624 

As far as the second point is concerned, i.e. that contracting authorities should 625 

be able to judge the appropriateness of self-cleaning measures, in case of 626 

serious offences, such as bid rigging schemes, it may be appropriate for 627 

external actors to be involved in order to monitor the debarred firms’ internal 628 

and external operations.122 Such a suggestion would keep the contracting 629 

authorities away from leniency decisions, without preventing them from 630 

assessing the reliability of debarred firms through independent third parties, like 631 

public accountants or independent monitors. External actors are able to judge 632 

whether the self-cleaning measures are appropriate or not to prevent further 633 

criminal offences or misconduct.  634 

A last point that ECJ raised was that the facilitation of a civil liability action by 635 

the contracting authority should not call the finding in Vossloh Laeis case into 636 

question, as among the measures that a debarred firm must take in order to 637 

establish its reliability is the provision of evidence that it has paid or undertaken 638 

to pay compensation in respect of any damage caused by the criminal offence 639 

or misconduct.123Indeed, the payment of compensation is one of the self-640 

cleaning measures listed in Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement 641 

Directive. Yet, by adopting this approach, i.e. that after all the payment of 642 

compensation is one of the self-cleaning measures listed in Article 75, 643 

paragraph 6 of the 2014/24/EU Directive, it is like exercising undue pressure to 644 

the debarred firm to agree to pay just to avoid exclusion.  However the self-645 

cleaning measures are completely voluntary124, as contemplated in Article 57, 646 

 
120 Article 17 Directive 2014/104/EU. 
121 Article 17, paragraph 1, Directive 2014/24/EU governing actions for damages under national law for 
infringements of the competition law.  
122 Schoenmaekers (fn 20), 98.  
123 Case C-124/17 Vossloh Laeis GmbH v. Stadtwerke München GmbH, ECLI:EU:C:2018:855, paragraph 
30. 
124 According to Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement Directive “Any economic operator that is 
in one of the situations referred to in paragraphs 1 and 4 may provide evidence to the effect that 
measures taken by the economic operator are sufficient to demonstrate its reliability despite the 
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paragraph 6 of the Procurement Directive, and their rationale is to restore the 647 

trust in debarred firms that have been held untrustworthy before. It is the 648 

debarred firm’s choice whether to participate or not in the public tenders 649 

promptly or after the period of exclusion, i.e. maximum three years from the 650 

date of the anticompetitive infringement.125 Thus, the reasoning of ECJ in 651 

Vossloh Laeis case is not right and does not comply with the rationale of self-652 

cleaning defence, as it imposes on the debarred firm a measure which is 653 

supposed to be rehabilitative in essence and it should be taken by the debarred 654 

firm voluntarily, after weighing the pros and cons of a prompt return to public 655 

tenders. Moreover, as underlined above, the way that Article 57, paragraph 6 656 

of the 2014/24/EU Directive is drafted casts doubts on whether “the duty to pay 657 

compensation in respect of any damage caused by the criminal offence or 658 

misconduct” concerns only damages for which litigation is pending or has not 659 

started yet or also damages which are beyond dispute. This lack of certainty 660 

makes sense especially in view of the fact that the US law126 and Article 106 661 

(8) of the revised Financial Regulation127 contemplate in an explicit way that 662 

economic operators shall pay or agree to pay “all criminal, civil and 663 

administrative liability for the improper activity”.128 Hence, the ECJ should not 664 

have automatically equated the payment of compensation, as contemplated in 665 

Article 57, paragraph 6 of the 2014/24/EU Directive, with the civil damages 666 

claimed by the contracting authority for the harm it suffered due to the rail cartel.  667 

Recommendations 668 

How to alleviate the tension among leniency, debarment mechanism & 669 

self-cleaning measures? 670 

 
existence of a relevant ground for exclusion. If such evidence is considered as sufficient, the economic 
operator concerned shall not be excluded from the procurement procedure” (emphasis added).  
125 Article 57, paragraph 7 of the Procurement Directive.  
126 Federal Acquisition Regulations (“FAR”) 9.406-1(a).   
127 Regulation (EU, Euratom) N. 966/2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the 
Union and repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) N. 1605/2002, now amended by Regulation (EU, 
Euratom) N. 2015/1929. 
128 Caranta and Richetto (fn 59); See also Roman Majtan "The Self-Cleaning Dilemma: Reconciling 
Competing Objectives of Procurement process" (2013) 45 George Washington International Law 
Review, p.342.  
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In view of the above conflicting policy objectives, a number of recommendations 671 

are made in this section, further to the ones already explained above on the 672 

occasion of Vassloh Laeis case. These recommendations aim to alleviate the 673 

tension existing among the leniency programme, the mechanism of debarment 674 

and the self-cleaning defence.  675 

Firstly, it is recommended that immunity recipients, i.e.  the companies that 676 

applied first for leniency while there was no pre-existing investigation into the 677 

reported anti-competitive activity,129 should be excluded from the debarment 678 

mechanism under article 57 of the Directive 2014/24/EU.130 By excluding from 679 

the debarment mechanism the immunity recipients, it gets easier for them to 680 

come forward and report the existence of a bidding ring, without scaring that 681 

the materials they disclose to the competition authority will be made available 682 

afterwards to the contracting authority for the needs of a civil liability action 683 

brought by it. Such a provision could alleviate the effects of the debarment 684 

mechanism on leniency and could prevent the former from undermining the 685 

leniency programme in public procurement. The Slovakian public procurement 686 

law which was in force before the adoption of the Directive 2014/24/EU had a 687 

similar provision, according to which the undertakings that successfully 688 

qualified for the leniency programme (immunity as well as fine reduction) were 689 

not excluded from participation in public procurement procedures.131  690 

However, where the bidding ring involves all the major providers in the industry, 691 

such a measure may render the immunity holder the only future bidder. For this 692 

reason, the second recommendation is that all subsequent firms cooperating 693 

 
129 In other words, it is suggested that only the Type A immunity recipient should be benefitted from 
self-cleaning defence, based on the assumption that leniency grant meets the requirements of a self-
cleaning measure. The other types of leniency applicants, like those that first reported the 
anticompetitive activity and provided evidence, while there was pre-existing investigation by the 
competitive authority, will have to demonstrate that sufficient measures were taken to restore 
trustworthiness.  
130 Penelope Alexia Giosa “Debarment and Leniency Programme: Can two birds be killed with one 
stone?”, presentation at the Early Career Researcher Event, London, 3 March 2016, <https://pedro-
telles-cjkc.squarespace.com/s/Penelope-Giosa-Debarment-and-leniency-PP-ECR-Conference.pptx> 
accessed on 16 January 2019. 
131 Ondrej Blažo “Proportionality and Subsidiarity of European Law and Issues of “Over-Regulation” and 
“Under Regulation”, paper presented at the International Academic Conference Bratislava Legal Forum, 
2015, p. 1494; See also Sarah Schoenmaekers “Self-Cleaning and Leniency: Comparable Objectives but 
Different Levels of Success?” (2018)1(13) European Procurement and Public Private Partnership Law 
Review, p. 14.  
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under leniency with the CAs should not be automatically excluded from the 694 

debarment mechanism. Granting immunity from exclusion to the other 695 

beneficiaries of leniency would cancel the role of exclusions as administrative 696 

remedies utilized by governments in order to deter contractors from committing 697 

wrongdoing. Moreover, the concept of self-cleaning would be undermined, 698 

because the firms would have the right to take part in future public tenders 699 

without having to take self-cleaning measures. For these reasons, it is 700 

suggested that the debarment period for the other beneficiaries of leniency 701 

should be halved in the first place and regarding the remaining debarment 702 

period, they should be considered for self-cleaning defence, as long as they are 703 

able to demonstrate that they took sufficient measures to restore 704 

trustworthiness. The recommendation to halve the period of debarment from 705 

public tendering for leniency applicants already applies in Japan and it is one 706 

of the main reasons why the Japanese leniency programme has been so 707 

successful.132 In this way, all bid riggers will have an incentive to come forward 708 

and cooperate with the relevant competition authority, though they may not be 709 

confident that they are the first firm to apply for leniency. Regarding the 710 

remaining debarment period, as already suggested, their action to disclose 711 

further information about the bidding ring in the context of leniency programme 712 

should be assumed to meet the requirements of self-cleaning defence, under 713 

Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement Directive 2014/24/EU. Leniency 714 

application is a demonstration of a genuine intention to confess an 715 

anticompetitive activity and restore trustworthiness. As in the case of the self-716 

cleaning measures listed in Article 56, paragraph 6 of the Procurement 717 

Directive, it presupposes active collaboration with the investigating authorities 718 

and internal investigations carried out in the company in order to collect and 719 

secure evidence regarding the anticompetitive infringement. Thus, the 720 

collaboration of leniency applicants with the competition authority that 721 

advances the investigations of the latter should be considered to be “active 722 

collaboration with the investigative authorities”133, one of the types of evidence 723 

 
132 Toshiyuki Nambu “A Successful Story: Leniency and (International) Cartel Enforcement in Japan 
(2014)5(3) Journal of European Competition Law and Practice, p. 161. 
133 This suggestion makes sense, especially after ECJ’s judgment in Vossloh Laeis case, where it was held 
that the concept “investigating authorities” in Article 57, para. 6 of the Procurement Directive covers 
both the contracting and the competition authority. 
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for relying on the self-cleaning defence, according to Article 57(6) of the 724 

Directive 2014/24/EU. The contracting authority should be able to assess each 725 

time the sufficiency of this collaboration to restore the debarred firm’s reliability 726 

or not. In this way, the immunity holder will not turn out to be the sole tenderer 727 

in future procurement proceedings and the self-cleaning defence will alleviate 728 

somehow the effects of the debarment mechanism on the leniency programme 729 

in public procurement. At the same time, firms get the message from public 730 

authorities that they cannot collude without any repercussions.  731 

How to avoid ending up with a dwindling EU leniency policy? 732 

If the statistics that were mentioned in the Introduction of this article are right 733 

and there are indeed some first signs of decline and fall of the leniency 734 

programme in Europe, some suggestions should be made in order to enhance 735 

its effectiveness. Further to the suggestions analysed above regarding the 736 

mitigation of the civil enforcement exposure in public procurement, it is also 737 

recommended that there should be greater procedural convergence in the area 738 

of leniency. The ECN Model Leniency Programme, as already discussed, is a 739 

great initiative to create a “one-stop-shop” system for leniency applications in 740 

Europe, but it deserves more attention than it has received so far from the 741 

enforcement community. Indicatively, it has been recommended that summary 742 

applications134 should be harmonized and there should be a warranty of 743 

protection of immunity applicants within the EU-wide marker135 system, as 744 

currently the ECN Model Leniency Programme contemplates136 that the 745 

competition authority has discretion to whether or not it grants a marker.137 746 

Another suggestion made is to give to the European Commission the role of an 747 

“application sorting” centre in order to facilitate the lodging and processing of 748 

 
134 Summary applications are “applications for leniency and competition authorities having received 
such applications are entitled to exchange information without the consent of the applicant, in 
accordance with paragraph 41(1) of the Network Notice”. See article para. 44 of the ECN Model 
Leniency Programme < https://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/mlp_revised_2012_en.pdf> accessed 
on 17 January 2020.  
135 Ibid, para. 16 of the ECN Model Leniency Programme: “An undertaking wishing to make an 
application for immunity may initially apply for a “marker”. A marker protects an applicant’s place in 
the queue for a given period of time and allows it to gather the necessary information and evidence in 
order to meet the relevant evidential threshold for immunity”.  
136 Ibid, para. 17 of the ECN Model Leniency Programme.  
137 Volpin (fn 50),   1199-1200.  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/mlp_revised_2012_en.pdf
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multiple leniency applicants, while preserving the features of a system of 749 

parallel competences.138 Moreover, it would be worth examining the possibility 750 

of making more consistent the confidentiality protection for leniency information 751 

among the jurisdictions of the EU, as some jurisdictions are much stronger than 752 

the others regarding the security of leniency materials.  753 

The creation of affirmative antitrust whistleblower incentives is another 754 

recommendation in order to make leniency programme in Europe robust 755 

again139. Under the leniency programme as it currently is, only the companies 756 

and individuals believing that they will be punished for their involvement in 757 

anticompetitive infringements have incentive to come forward and report the 758 

existence of a collusive scheme.140 Any other person apart from those actively 759 

involved in the collusion, like the employees of cartel members, the sales 760 

representatives or the executives, may not choose to disclose information to 761 

the authorities regarding an anticompetitive activity.141 This happens primarily 762 

because these persons lack incentive to blow the whistle and because they are 763 

afraid of being punished by their employers. This is particularly true in view of 764 

the high percentage of retaliation that whistleblowers usually experience after 765 

they report misconduct to authorities.142 Hence, what is suggested is to give 766 

potential antitrust whistleblowers affirmative incentives, like monetary rewards, 767 

that would outweigh the risk of retaliation experienced by them. A successful 768 

 
138 Ibid; Celine Gauer and Maria Jaspers “Designing a European Solution for a “one stop leniency shop”“ 
(2006)27(12) European Competition Law Review, 688-689. 
139 This is a suggestion already made by Professor William Kovacic, Professor Maurice Stucke and other 
academics in the U.S. Indicatively see Maurice E Stucke “Leniency, Whistle-Blowing and the Individual: 
Should We Create Another Race to the Competition Agency?” in C. Beaton-Wells and C. Tran (eds) Anti-
Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age: Leniency Religion (Hart Publishing, 2015); William E Kovacic 
“Private Monitoring and Antitrust Enforcement: Paying Informants to Reveal Cartels” (2001) 69 George 
Washington Law Review 766, 796; Cécile Aubert, Patrick Rey and William E. Kovacic “The Impact of 
Leniency and Whistleblowing Programs on Cartels” (2006)25 International Journal of Industrial 
Organisation 1241, 1254. 
140 Daniel L. Low and Daniel A. Kotchen, Kotchen & Low LLP “Rewards Would Help Leniency Plan, Cartel 
Reporting” (2009) < www.law360.com/articles/105845/rewards-would-help-leniency-plan-
cartel-reporting> accessed on 17 May 2019. 
141 Ibid. 
142 Marit Skivenes and Sissel C. Trygstad, Public Information, Freedom of Speech and Whistleblowers in 
Norwegian Municipalities, Chapter 5 (Gyldendal Akademisk, Oslo, 2012); Marcia P. Miceli, Janet P. Near 
and Terry Morehead Dworkin, Whistle-Blowing in Organizations (Routledge, New York, 2008); Janet P. 
Near, Michael T. Rehg, James R. Van Scotter and Marcia P. Miceli “Does Type of Wrongdoing Affect the 
Whistle-Blowing Process?” (2015)14(2) Business Ethics Quarterly, 219-242; Joyce Rothschild and 
Terance D. Miethe “Whistle-Blower Disclosures and Management Retaliation: The Battle to Control 
Information about Organization Corruption” (1999) 26(1) Work and Occupations, 107-128. 
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example is the United States of America and the statute of the False Claims 769 

Act, 31 U.S.C., sections 3729-3733.The False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. authorizes 770 

private citizens, acting as whistleblowers, and designated as relators, to initiate 771 

False Claims Act actions against federal contractors and claim fraud against 772 

the government in order to benefit the latter and share with it any recoveries.143 773 

The percentage of the recovery of the penalty to which the whistleblower is 774 

entitled will depend on whether the government will intervene or the 775 

whistleblower will pursue the case on his/her own. In the first trial-like scenario, 776 

the percentage given to the whistleblower will be 15 to 25 percent of what is 777 

recovered. In the second scenario, the reward will be even higher for the 778 

whistleblower, reaching 25 to 30 percent of what is recovered. Furthermore, 779 

whistleblowers in fraud cases can recover attorney fees and the costs of 780 

bringing the fraud claim (“quit tam suit”). Likewise, it is submitted that by giving 781 

the possibility to antitrust whistleblowers to claim a part of the recovered 782 

damages, the staff of the infringing undertakings will have an extra incentive to 783 

apply for leniency and reveal anticompetitive activities that would remain 784 

concealed otherwise.  785 

Concluding remarks 786 

Recent surveys in EU suggest that there has been a decrease in interest from 787 

companies to apply for leniency. In the domain of public procurement where 788 

anti-competitive agreements between tenderers, such as bid rigging, may arise, 789 

leniency is not particularly popular for the additional reason that the debarment 790 

mechanism, according to which firms are banned from bidding for three years, 791 

discourages infringing companies from coming forward and self-reporting. 792 

Moreover, the fact that contracting authorities are able to have access to the 793 

leniency decision in order to evaluate the self-cleaning measures taken by the 794 

debarred firms undermines the effectiveness of leniency programmes even 795 

further, especially when contracting authorities are bringing damages claims for 796 

bid rigging against them. Therefore, it is time for leniency to be coupled with the 797 

debarment mechanism and self-cleaning measures in public procurement.  798 

 
143 Whistleblowers against Fraud “Qui Tam Lawsuits” <www.whistleblowersagainstfraud.com/qui-tam-
lawsuits> accessed on 17 May 2019. 
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In order to achieve this goal and deal with the tension existing among leniency, 799 

debarment and self-cleaning measures, it was suggested to extend immunity 800 

protection so that the revealing firm is excluded from the debarment mechanism 801 

under Article 57 of the Procurement Directive. In this way, the debarment 802 

mechanism will not discourage firms from reporting the existence of a bidding 803 

ring. As far as the subsequent beneficiaries of leniency are concerned, it was 804 

suggested that they should not be automatically excluded from the debarment 805 

mechanism, otherwise the role of disqualification in public procurement would 806 

be cancelled as well as the rationale of self-cleaning. Hence, it was suggested 807 

that contracting authorities should halve the debarment period for them. As far 808 

as the remaining debarment period is concerned, contracting authorities should 809 

keep on considering them for self-defence and their action to disclose further 810 

information about the bidding ring in the context of leniency programme should 811 

be identified as “active collaboration with the investigative authorities” under the 812 

self-cleaning provisions, i.e. Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement 813 

Directive. In this way, subsequent leniency applicants can potentially avoid 814 

debarment, as long as the relevant contracting authority considers that their 815 

collaboration is sufficient and their reliability is fully restored. 816 

Until the aforementioned measures are taken, further recommendations were 817 

made in this article, on the occasion of ECJ’s judgment in Vossloh Laeis case. 818 

Firstly, it was suggested that the leniency decision itself should be adequate to 819 

prove to the contracting authority that the economic operator cooperated 820 

actively with the competition authority. The access of the contracting authority 821 

to the leniency decision does not add anything new, as the competition authority 822 

has already requested in the course of its investigation the evidence that the 823 

contracting authority asks for. But if the contracting authority is not totally 824 

satisfied with this and it wants to examine on its own the facts and 825 

circumstances regarding the breach of competition law, in the further alternative 826 

it should prove that it is impossible to get from any other sources the information 827 

it asks in order to assess the sufficiency of the self-cleaning measures and it 828 

should have access only to the non-confidential version of the leniency 829 

decision. Furthermore, in case of serious offences, like bid rigging, it may be 830 

appropriate to appoint independent third parties, such as independent monitors 831 
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or public accountants, to monitor the debarred firm’s internal and external 832 

operations. In this way, contracting authorities will be kept away from leniency 833 

decisions, while they will have the possibility of assessing the reliability of 834 

debarred firms.  835 

In view of the above, it gets apparent that the ECJ missed the golden 836 

opportunity to establish specific criteria that should be met, each time a national 837 

court assesses an order to disclose evidence to investigating authorities under 838 

Article 57, paragraph 6 of the Procurement Directive, which are included in the 839 

file of a competition authority. What is more, the ECJ disregarded the fact that 840 

the transmission of a leniency decision facilitates the introduction of a civil 841 

action by the contracting authority against that economic operator, by 842 

considering it immaterial to the analysis of the case. Hence, its judgment in 843 

Vossloh Laeis case is against the basic orientation of the Damages Directive, 844 

according to which the private actions for damages perform a supplementary 845 

role in the EU, since the public enforcement has the central role.  846 

 Last but not least, the article discussed several ways in which policy makers 847 

could avoid ending up with a dwindling leniency policy in the EU. It identified 848 

that harmonization of summary applications as well as a guarantee that 849 

immunity applicants are protected within an EU-wide marker system under the 850 

ECN Model Leniency Programme would boost the effectiveness of leniency 851 

programmes in the EU. To the same aim, there should be greater consistency 852 

regarding the confidentiality protection of leniency information among the 853 

jurisdictions of the EU and the European Commission should start playing a 854 

more active role by serving as an “application sorting” centre for leniency 855 

applicants. The offer of affirmative incentives to potential antitrust 856 

whistleblowers, like monetary rewards, is another suggestion that policy 857 

makers should seriously examine, as it has worked really well in fraud cases in 858 

the United States of America.  859 


